PUPPY
SHOPIING
GUIDE
Starred items are
Chloe's Favorties
with links

1

Crate: Metal Wire or Plastic Kennel is ideal. A pen, room,
or gate is not a crate. Purchase appropriate crate size.
Metal Crate with double doors with wall
insert

2

3

4-6 foot leashes. Don't spend $ on fancy leashes yet. You
can use them in the house, in the yard or whereever you
need them to drag for easy grabs or corrections and not
care if they get peed on or chewed on. Dollar Store is
great.
Buckle collar for tags. Martingale collar for walking or use
a slip leash.
Mendota Slip Lead

4
5

Teething toys/items to chew on.
Toy Pack, Cooling Teether

Quality high value treats that are soft or easy to break up in
smaller pieces for training. We don't want to overload our
puppy with sugary treats.
Remy's Kitchen

6

Quailty food that fits your budget. Preferrably something
more species appropriate: cooked, raw, dehydrated, or
freeze dried. Learn to read your ingredient labels no matter
your choice of food.
The Honest Kitchen, Victor, Volhard, We
Feed Raw, Darwins

7

Treat bag / Bait bag. Carry this on you throughout your day
and when training to reward all the good moments.
Treat Bag
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8

Pet Convincer / Pet Corrector. These are great correcting
tools for behavior issues.
Pet Convincer

9

Grooming tools : Brush, nail clippers or dremel, tooth
brush, etc/ Begin getting your dog use to them.
Nail Clippers, Dremel

10

Dog bed. Flat is fine, but you could also purchase a pet
cot for future place training or outdoor use.
Pet Cot

11

Pen for plsy time in controlled area. The one linked can
also be used as a pet gate. Comes in various sizes.
Pet gate / pen

12

Primo Pad / Bed for crate. Indestructible, easy to
clean, custom form fitting, comfy, noise cancelling of
nail taps on the plastic.
Primo Pads Online
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Hi I'm Chloe, hope this shopping guide was helpful!
If you are looking for help with your training
journey be sure to check out Rooted Dog Training.
We specialize in setting up young dogs up for
success to ensure they and their owners enjoy each
other to the fullest
.Don't hesitate in getting started with your training.
In fact the sooner the better. The first year can be the
most challenging or you can mold them as they grow
to be thier best versions.
We offer one on one private in person sessions or virtual options as
well. So if you want to train with Chloe be sure to check us out!

@ROOTEDDOGTRAINING

CHECK OUT OUR
POTTY TRAINING GUIDE
CLICK HERE
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